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Board of Directors and State Contacts
Find your Regional
Board Representative.
Connect with peers, use
our state contacts
Use our Find a Provider
tool to locate local
WAP agencies
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Agenda
• NASCSP facilitated Workforce
Development Working Group
(WDWG)
• NEW wage survey tools!
• Participating State WAP Managers are
deploying the survey in 1Q2021
• Vermont – wage surveys and
retention
• Illinois – wage studies and cost of
turn-over
• NASCSP workforce development
resources
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Workforce Development Working Group
• NASCSP did voluntary
call for participants in
May 2020
• 11 Members; all 5
Regions represented
• Meet monthly to
discuss challenges and
opportunities to
workforce
development and
retention in the WAP

Member Representative

State / Territory

Geoff Wilcox
Keli Reynolds
Deanna McCord
Kye Garvin
Robert Garber
Mary Meunier
Mick Prince
Wayne Hartel
Ryan Manzik
Maddy Kamalay
Jessicarae Nunez

Vermont
Kentucky
Kentucky
Oklahoma
Missouri
Wisconsin
Illinois
Illinois
Colorado
Michigan
Washington

Region
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
5
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Workforce Development Working Group
• Workforce Development identified as a top priority for WAP and the
broader clean energy and efficiency sector

• NREL’s 2017 Solution Summit Results identified the lack of funding to
hire, pay and retain competent, experienced staff as the top barrier
facing WAP
• Conducting a wage survey or study and providing best practice
staffing and compensation guidelines were two ideas suggested by
the participants
• WDWG identified a critical need for WAP-specific wage data
• Several members shared their state-level data collected on a regular
basis, including wage surveys and studies
• The working group views this as a first step in their work to improve
recruitment and retention of workers.
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POLL
How significant would you rank WAP turn-over
and recruitment at your agency?
❑Critical
❑Major
❑Minor
❑Not an issue
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NEW Wage Survey Tools
Both surveys ask for wage data on the following WAP
Subgrantee job classifications :
• Retrofit Installer
• Crew Lead
• Energy Auditor
• Quality Control Inspector
• WAP Program Manager
• WAP Admin/Intake
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How will the data be used?
• Only NASCSP and the Grantee
administrator will have access to the raw
data submitted.
• NASCSP will remove the agency name,
address and zip code and summarize data
generally by state.
• NASCSP will share summary state level
data with IREC and other national
partners for the Energy Efficiency Career
Map and other workforce initiatives
• NASCSP will use the data for case studies
and summaries
• Provide data to Federal Funding Partners
• Empower NASCSP to advocate for higher
ACPU and fair labor costs in SIR
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Why should we conduct the Survey?
Workforce development, retention and recruitment is identified
as the #1 barrier to continued success in the WAP program.
• The data is essential for the purpose of workforce retention
and recruitment.
• We can’t compete or effectively recruit if we don’t know what
we are paying our workforce regionally and nationally.
• Participating states and local agencies will have access to the
state summaries and case studies that NASCSP conducts on
the wage data.
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Deploying the Wage Survey Tool
• State WAP Manager will host a kick-off meeting to provide
instructions on how to conduct the wage survey
• NASCSP recommended launching the surveys in February 2021
• Subgrantees complete the Wage Surveys in March 2021
• NASCSP will share data with State WAP Managers and begin
working on case studies

• NASCSP will share de-identified data with national partners
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Coming Soon!

www.GreenBuildingsCareerMap.org
Discover the many career options in
energy efficiency! Green Buildings
Career Map features:
A dynamic overview of energy efficiency
industry sectors, including:
I. Architecture, engineering,
& other professional services
II. Building operations/facility management
III. Construction & retrofitting

● 55 jobs across industry sectors
● Over 100 advancement routes
● A unique section identifying
"New-Collar" Green Jobs

Discover the exciting range of career
pathways in energy efficiency!

Did you know?
In 2019, the energy
efficiency sector
continued to produce
the most new jobs of
any energy sector–more
than 54,000–with
2,378,893 jobs in total
(2020 U.S. Energy &
Jobs Report).

Are you a school or career counselor, training
provider, workforce professional, prospective
student, or military veteran? The diversity of job
opportunities and advancement potential makes
the energy efficiency industry an attractive and
rewarding career.

How can the Green Buildings
Career Map be used?
●
●
●
●
●
●

Career exploration
Recruitment
Student advisement
Showcasing multiple career pathways
Inform curricular content
Help transitioning veterans

Vermont Wage Survey
Geoffrey Wilcox
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Vermont Wage Survey
The Vermont WAP Network is
serviced by Five Non-profit
Agencies, (Four are CAA’s).

- A few years back, there was
significant turnover at 2 of
the 5 Local AgenciesEspecially at crew position.
- 1 agency had over 60%
turnover of their crews in 12
months.
- The state was seeing poor
quality work and decreased
production at these 2
agencies.
- Complaints of level of pay
directly from crew to State.
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Time to look closer at wages…
• Vermont Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) knew
these agencies were the lower paying of the 5, but
only anecdotally.
• We decided to perform a wage survey, mostly using
information we already had (from Wx grant
information).
• De-identified the data and shared with all agencies
(Weatherization Director’s and Executive Director’s)
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Vermont Wage Survey
• Collected data on
core WAP job
classifications
• Hi – Low – Average
salaries for each
job classification
• Starting salary for
new crew hires
with and without
experience
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Vermont Wage Survey- Results
• Wx Directors were able to use this data with their
Executive Directors to support wage increases.
• Wages did go up.
• Turnover went down (wages were part of the issue, but
can’t take full credit)
• OEO had Corrective Action Plans with these agencies
and was able to use wage data to address concerns
during these discussions.
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The Cost of Turn-over?
HUGE
Penny wise is pound foolish when it comes to personnel. This
has been proven time and time again in the WAP Program.
WHY?
• Hiring and on-boarding can be a lengthy process.
• The result = lost time and production.
• The cost of required training and certifications is large in
Weatherization.
• A lot of taxpayer $ invested in each person. A lot invested
to let walk out the door.
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Training Costs for new crew hires
(first 3-6 months of employment)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Type of training
Training cost
Lead renovator
$300
Respirator fit testing
$150
OSHA 10
$165
Fan / electrical basics
$250
IR camera
$300
Crew Tech Boot Camp
$1,785
Insulation installation training
$900
Tech Manual Training
$0
Total

$5,015

Training costs to get a new crew up to speed =

Wages
$330
$200
$330
$330
$330
$1,320
$860
$1,320

$4,820

$9,835

+ HR/Recruiting/Interviewing/On-boarding time
+ Lost production time
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Retention is Critical in WAP
Understanding that WAP
requires a trained and skilled
workforce is key
• It’s going to be 3 times more
expensive to replace them
• There is currently an issue
across the country in the Wx
workforce (lack of interested,
potential employees).
• Is there someone doing the
financial analysis like this at
your Agency? Are they looking
at the whole picture?
WAP Reauthorization 2019-2020

Q: What does a $1 an hour
raise cost for 1 year?

A: $2,080 – a lot less
expensive then training a
new hire
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Illinois Wage Study
Mick Prince
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Why Do A Wage Study?
• Are wages at your agency competitive?

• Is your agency attracting the right
candidates?
• Is your organization experiencing high
turnover rates?
• What does turnover in WAP do to
production goals?
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Purpose of Illinois’ Wage Study
• To examine the salaries of coordinators, assessors, and final inspectors at
IL WX agencies
• To consider the relationship between WX staff salaries and local median
income

• To evaluate how the salaries compare with a measure of poverty
• To look at the way salaries of WX staff relate to occupations with similar
skills
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QCI Salaries Vs. Local Median Income

Blue bars represent salaries

Red bars represent local median income
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QCI Salaries Vs. Local Median Income
• Of the 52 final inspectors in our sample, 43 had salaries below the
median income (adjusted to include an estimate for benefits) for the
local area
• The average percentage difference of the salary for the final inspectors
from the local median income was 21.9 percent below the local median
income
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QCI Salaries Vs. Medicaid Qualification
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QCI Salaries Vs. Medicaid Qualification
• Of the 52 final inspectors in our sample, 17 had salaries which would
qualify a family of 4 for Medicaid, or 32.7 percent
• The average salary for the final inspectors was 34.6 percent above the
Medicaid qualifying income for a family of 4
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QCI Salaries Vs. Building Inspector Salaries

33 of the 52 final inspectors in the sample had salaries
below the 25th percentile salary of IL building inspectors
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Observations from the Study
• The salaries of weatherization staff are generally below the median incomes
of their local communities.
• A sizeable portion of final inspectors (32.7%) have incomes that are below
the qualifying level of a major poverty program for a typical size family
• Weatherization agencies risk losing staff to industries employing similarly
skilled workers because a large portion of weatherization staff are earning
less than the lowest quartile income of those similarly skilled workers
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Employee Retention Vs. Retraining
• In Illinois, the state’s cost for training a new employee to the state is in a
range of $12-15k per student. Illinois picks up the cost for the training
through a contract with our training center.
• The cost to fully train a new energy auditor/assessor is approximately
$101,500.00 per year (This figure includes salary, fringe, travel, lodging, etc.)
• The cost to retain an existing energy auditor/assessor is approximately
$71,000.00

• The loss in production is equivalent to 115 energy audits, at an Average Cost
Per Unit of $11,800.00 for a total of $1,357,000 in Energy Conservation
Measures, and Health and Safety.
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WX Salary Best Practices
Align salaries with similar fields
– Tradespeople have the
proper experience to move
quickly into WX.
– Aligning worker pay with
the trades may be
necessary to lure
tradespeople into WX.
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WX Salary Best Practices
Create a Career Ladder for staff
• An agency in Illinois has established a career ladder.
– All WX Field Staff are hired at $40,000/yr. After acquiring Illinois’
TCP Certification (10 week Building Science Course), the staff
receive a $5,000 pay increase.
– Upon acquiring the BPI Energy Auditor Certification, the staff
receive a $2,500 pay increase.
– Once a staff member acquires the BPI Quality Control Inspector
Certification, they receive a $5,000 pay increase.
– Advanced certifications, like the Multifamily QCI, are a $2,500 pay
increase.
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WX Salary Best Practices
Performance Incentives (Incentive
Compensation: 2 CFR 200.430 (f) )
– Establish Performance Metrics and
Incentives based on meeting the
metrics
– Meeting production goals, not having
monitoring findings, and not having
audit findings should equal an
incentive for a WAP program.
– This is a great way to take a baseline
program and make it a high
performing WAP program.
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NASCSP Workforce Resources
• Please visit the Member
Portal on the NASCSP
website
• Go to the WAP Resources
> Workforce page
• Access to Wage surveys,
Living Wage Calculators,
Census Median Income
data and more
WAP Reauthorization 2019-2020
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Upcoming Workforce Efforts
NASCSP will conduct three workforce development sessions at our Virtual
Winter Conference March 8-12, 2021. Register here on the NASCSP.org
website.
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Thank you for supporting the Wage Survey and
workforce development efforts in 2021!
Geoff Wilcox, Vermont WAP Manager
Geoff.Wilcox@vermont.gov

Mick Prince, IHWAP Manager
mick.prince@illinois.gov

Andrea Schroer
WAP Director
aschroer@nascsp.org
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